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Figure 1: Production shots of the characters and office setting of Purl. ©Pixar Animation Studios. All rights reserved.

ABSTRACT
Last year, SIGGRAPH ’17 featured Smash and Grab: Off the Rails
Filmmaking at Pixar [Serritella et al. 2017], kicking off the results
of a new, experimental storytelling initiative at Pixar Animation
Studios. This initiative enables new creative voices and explores new
storytelling techniques, pipelines, and workflows in production.
The program’s second short film, Purl, directed by Kristen Lester,
continues to raise the bar for the program, and creates another
example of what’s possible when filmmakers are granted this type
of creative freedom within a fully functioning studio. Purl is an
eight minute short film that explores the use of "digital backlot"
management, an evolution of Smash and Grab’s motion capture
application, shareable animation libraries, our real-time shading
software "Flow," and production practices that allow a busy feature
animation studio to continue telling even more stories. This talk
looks at the team’s process in creating Purl, as well as the impact
of maintaining the initiative at Pixar.
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1 DIVERSE STORIES AND STORYTELLERS
Pixar’s new experimental shorts program allows even more artists
to tell their stories at the studio. The second project, Purl, directed
by Kristen Lester, follows a ball of yarn trying to make her way in a
male-dominated corporate world and acts as a visual metaphor for
some of Kristen’s personal experiences within the industry. Like
Smash and Grab, the project captured the spirit of independent
film-making, despite being within a larger film studio’s framework.
The presence of more projects at the studio also results in more
creative, technical, and leadership opportunities for our artists.
These new shorts are given roughly six months of production time
and less than 1/5 of the budget of a typical theatrical short, so the
team had to be judicious about their production approach. The
project ultimately demonstrated a combination of styles, tools, and
methodologies, that in combination with this type of story, was
exciting for Pixar to take on.
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2 PRE-VIS AND BACKLOTS
With a fraction of the budget, Purl needed to define the world
quickly to be able to digitally shoot it with minimal preparation
time. New models were roughed in cheaply and not replaced with
final modeling until the short was into filming and we knew exactly
where to put our effort. The bulk of the set was being created by
leveraging Pixar’s new Digital Backlot. The Digital Backlot con-
tains thousands of assets that have been converted from previous
productions’ file formats into USD geometry with a USD shader
that reads shading baked into Ptex. We quickly added 335 assets
from the Digital Backlot that looked like they might work to fill
out our short’s set design and modified as needed. This meant we
did not have to pre-vis or model much of the set dressing, and
could complete the world without fully knowing where the camera
would be placed. Many of the short’s final camera choices were
actually decided in real-time, through camera capture and pre-vis
set exploration of our office environment, directly in the hands of
the Director, which allowed us to approve shots very quickly and
reduce iteration overall.

3 STYLIZED CHARACTERS AND MOTION
For our main character, which was made of yarn, we experimented
with procedural modeling and 3D scanning, but ended up taking a
simpler hand-modeling approach, so we could maintain the ability
to hand-tweak the look with the Director. The arms and legs made
use of both Pixar’s standard biped rig, as well as a layered spline
rig to allow for more rubber-hose types of poses. Purl’s eyes were
modified from toys on Toy Story 3 and her 2D, floating mouth used
a variant of Inside Out’s Bing Bong character as a starting point.
Being resourceful in this way allowed us to fit our favorite design
elements together in a way that we hadn’t seen before and create
an all new character to help Kristen tell her story within our budget
and time constraints.

With such a small animation team, we used the short as a unique
opportunity to try some new motion stylization. Purl, our yarn ball
character, was animated on 2s. These 2D animation sensibilities
were key as flattened eyes and the 2D graphic-style mouth were
essential for Purl’s appeal. On Purl, we refined our motion cap-
ture process, specifically for the human characters. Our animators
worked with their own capture performances. We also created a
shared animation library that allowed us to blend in animation and
poses from other shows at Pixar in a way that would work for the
style of our short. This involved careful generation and curation of
mouth shapes, brow poses, blinks, and expressions, that allowed
us to dress in higher quality motion more quickly. From here, we
could refine the animation and spend our time polishing the film’s
most critical acting beats.

4 REAL-TIME SHADING
Pixar’s Tools Look Dev team was in progress on a new real-time
shading software, Flow, that was first being used on the in-progress
film, Coco. Flow is designed with an in-house Real-Time Previewing
engine that translates USD shading networks into CUDA running
on NVidia hardware. While the software development is not com-
plete, Look Development TDs on Purl were asked to use Flow as
much as possible both to try and get our looks nailed down faster

Figure 2: An example of in-progress character shader for
Purl using Flow. ©Pixar Animation Studios. All rights re-
served.

and also to push on the software to identify development priorities.
The Tools engineers writing the software had not yet shaded any
asset in production, so during Purl’s development they were given
parts of the set to shade using Flow, allowing them to contribute
to asset looks while also experiencing first hand how well it was
working in production, which is an experience our Tools teams
don’t often get with Pixar’s Features.

5 LIGHTING AND COMPOSITING
A goal for the Director and Lighting DP was to allow the Director
to make informed decisions within as much context as possible.
Shading assets would be upgraded over time in the same lighting
context toward the final look. While Smash and Grab was intended
to only achieve sequence level lighting, our hope for Purl was to
take it completely through more refined shot lighting. We based our
workflow on a Katana/RenderMan RIS pipeline and referenced some
of the same lighting techniques used in the program previously,
such as deep compositing and recoloring in Nuke. Eventually, both
the Director and Lighting DP were also working on future feature
film projects, meaning scheduling decisions and meetings needed to
make much larger use of online communication and shared internal
review tools, despite artists working under the same roof.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The production of Purl and the continuation of this program at Pixar
has had a positive impact on our studio culture and production
practices. Some concepts, like animating a character on 2s, a Pixar
animator’s approach toward capture data, or mixing 3D and 2D
elements for character appeal, are all things that the program is
proud to see the artists experimenting with. Like Smash and Grab,
the project provided numerous creative, technical, and leadership
roles, many of which provided growth opportunities for our studio’s
artists. Purl, and the work of this program, hope to continue to
further diversify the voices we have a chance to hear from within
the Animation industry.
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